
MALE SIAMESE

DAVIS, CA, 95618

 

Phone: None 

Call or text with any information

ADOPT CAT
A CRY FOR HELP FOR OUR FURRY FRIEND

Rio: Born ~4/8/2022, M, Flame Point Siamese 

Mix\n\nFostered by Laurel in Davis, Ca, near Sacramento.

\nContact Laurel at (530) 304-2836 (no text please) or 

email: laurel@faganhome.com if you have additional 

questions. If you are interested in adopting this cat, please 

fill out an Adoption Application, which can be found at 

https://purebredsplus.org/Our Cats .\n\nRio is a very 

distinct Siamese, sporting an Oriental flair with his wedge-

shaped head and his sleek body style. He is a flame point 

which is also a registered Siamese color called a red point. 

His has the most extraordinary bright blue eyes. Rio does 

love his groceries and feels it is his duty to polish off 

whatever is left, so free feeding might not be in his future! 

He is very energetic, athletic and loves to keep active, 

chasing everything that moves. He loves being with his 

humans but is not a lap cat at the moment but working on 

it. Since Siamese are very attached to their people, I am 

sure that will happen as he matures. He can be a bit 

cautious with new people but will warm up quickly.\n\nRio 

needs to a home with another friendly playful kitty in the 

home. He would not do well in an only kitty household..

\n\n\nRio is neutered, vaccinated, FELV tested, dewormed, 

microchipped, eats wet and dry food, and is litterbox 

perfect.\n\n\nPurebreds Plus Cat Rescue is dedicated to 

matching exceptional cats with qualified adopters who will 

cherish their pet and create an ideal forever home.

\n\n\nNOTE: We prefer families with children bring them to 

the adoption appointment. Why? This allows interaction 

between the children and the cat. This helps ensure they 

will be a good fit for each other. A mismatch between a 

child and a cat is not in anyones best interests!

\n\n\nPurebreds Plus Cat Rescue (www.purebredsplus.org), 

serving Northern California, San Francisco Bay Area, and 

Northern Nevada, is dedicated to the rescue, rehabilitation, 

and rehoming of purebred cats, kittens, and other 

exceptional felines. We are a 501 (c)3 non profit rescue 

group. Most of our beautiful felines come from Northern 

California Animal Shelters. One of our goals is to keep 

purebred cats from ever ending up in a shelter. We are 

happy to help you if you need to rehome your purebred 

cat. Often, we can offer advice if your cat is having 

behavioral problems, and you may end up keeping the cat. 

We do NOT ship cats. We will place cats out of area but you 

must arrange to come and meet your new friend in person.
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